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This dissertation argues that verbal process verbs, i.e. verbs of 
saying, are metaphorically evaluative, and that metaphoric evaluation is 
an evaluation via grammatical metaphor. Evaluation in this dissertation 
refers to anything that indicates the speaker/writer’s attitude to the value 
of an entity in the discourse.  
Through a cognitive analysis of speech experience and interpersonal 
metaphor in Systemic Functional Grammar, this dissertation expounds 
how verbal process verbs express evaluative meanings metaphorically. To 
analyze verbal process verbs, this dissertation works out a new taxonomy. 
Verbal process verbs are classified into groups of Sayer-oriented, 
Receiver-oriented and Target-oriented. Each group has its own focus in 
terms of meaning expressing. Moreover, this dissertation explores the 
motivations of verbal process verbs for expressing evaluative meanings at 
three levels: below the clause, above the clause and beyond the clause. All 
the analyses are based on the data which are collected from actual words 
of English native speakers in literary works, news reports, courtroom and 
everyday life. 
This dissertation first roots in the previous theoretical foundations of 
verbal process verbs and evaluation. It surveys four major approaches to 
verbal process verbs: the traditional approach, Speech Act Theory, 
statistics and SFG. None of the approaches, however, focuses on the 
interpersonal meanings of verbal process verbs. As to the studies of 
evaluation, there are the philosophical approach and the linguistic 















this dissertation extends the field of evaluation research, and connects the 
study of verbal process verbs with evaluation analysis.  
Second, this dissertation assumes that when verbal process verbs are 
used, quoting or reporting is concerned. When a speaker/writer quotes or 
reports a speech event, his stance or position on it is usually reflected by 
the verbal process verbs explicitly or implicitly. Thus, verbal process 
verbs are regarded as hearsay markers, and can not be taken as evidence in 
court.  
Devices to realize evaluation are numerous, such as attitudinal 
words and metaphor of modality. Verbal process verbs have the potential 
to express evaluative meanings metaphorically, i.e. verbal process verbs 
can condense a speech event from a Figure to an Element. Below the 
clause, the relations between various verbal process verbs, such as 
entailment and troponymy, make metaphoric evaluation possible. Above 
the clause, verbal process verbs and mental process verbs, by nature, can 
depict the same phenomenon. Verbal process verbs are regarded as 
voiced thought in this dissertation and express the speaker/writer’s 
attitudes directly and indirectly. This is one feature of verbal process 
verbs – cross-process. 
Finally, this dissertation applies the framework of metaphoric 
evaluation analysis to news reports and courtroom conversations. The 
results show that different participants in the news reporting are assigned 
different verbal process verbs by the journalist. That is to say, the verbal 
process verbs illustrate the journalist’s attitudes toward the event and the 
participants. The analysis of courtroom discourse shows that 
Sayer-oriented verbal process verbs are more objective, and thus more 
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process verbs and Target-oriented verbal process verbs are more 
subjective. 
Through the research on verbal process verbs, this dissertation 
builds a new subsystem of evaluation – metaphoric evaluation, and 
shows that verbal process verbs’ evaluative meaning is significant in 
news reports and courtroom discourse. 
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